Conscious sedation in children: the need to strengthen the evidence base remains.
Data sources Cochrane Oral Health's Trials Register, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), Medline and Embase. The US National Institutes of Health Ongoing Trials Register (ClinicalTrials.gov) and World Health Organisation International Clinical Trials Registry Platform were searched for ongoing trials. Reference lists of eligible studies were checked for additional studies and specialists in the field contacted for any unpublished data. No restrictions were placed on language or publication date.Study selection Studies were selected which met the following criteria: randomised controlled trials of conscious sedation undertaken by a dentist, anaesthetist or one of the dental team comparing two or more drugs/techniques/placebo in children (up to 16 years of age) receiving dental treatment. Crossover trials and studies involving complex surgical procedures were excluded. Data extraction and synthesis Two authors independently selected studies for inclusion, extracted data and assessed for risk of bias. Results were compared and inconsistencies noted, with disagreements resolved by discussion. Where information was unclear or incomplete the authors of trials were contacted for clarification. Results Fifty studies (3704 participants) were included and grouped into placebo-controlled, dosage and head-to-head comparisons. There was wide variation in sedation technique and agent(s) employed across studies (34 different sedatives with or without nitrous oxide). Risk of bias was high for forty studies (81%), low for one study and unclear for the remaining nine studies (18%). Meta-analysis of available data for the primary outcome measure (behaviour) was possible for oral midazolam versus placebo only. There is moderate-certainty evidence from six small clinically heterogeneous studies at high or unclear risk of bias, that oral midazolam in doses between 0.25 mg/kg to 1 mg/kg is associated with more co-operative behaviour compared to placebo. It was not possible to draw conclusions regarding secondary outcome measures (completion of treatment, postoperative anxiety, adverse events) due to inconsistent and/or inadequate reporting.Conclusions There is some moderate-certainty evidence that oral midazolam is an effective sedative for dental treatment in children. Improvements and greater consistency in the design and reporting of future research will enable further evaluation of sedation agents and their potential implications for practice; with it being suggested future trials evaluate experimental regimens in comparison with oral midazolam or inhaled nitrous oxide.